NORTH TOWER, LOBBY LEVEL

Your Power as a Teacher...Social Emotional Learning: Know Yourself, Know Your Students, Bring the Gap (All)
Angelo Corinaldesi

Protecting Your Health for the Long Haul (All)
Den Held

Dyadias in the Classroom: How to Spot It and How to Respond (TK-6)
Universal Screening for Reading Risk (TK-6) * (REPEATED) Kristen Krueger
Universal Screening for Reading Risk (TK-6) * (REPEATED) Kristen Krueger

Using Creative Drama to Bring Common Core ELA to Life (All)
Jonas Bosom

Using Hip-Hop to Empower and Gears Learners (All)
Laflah Queen

The Beauty of Power One: Developing Friction & Division Concepts (3-5)
Rebecca Williams

NGSS Tips, Hints & Examples (K-12)
Nicole Rhymer & SUccess Lee

*Seeing to the Music, Through the Lens of Dyslexia and Dyscalculia* (All)
Elizabeth Lawrence & B. Pen

Coaching and Collaboration: Strategies for Student Success (All)
Ellen Gersoven

The Tools are Coming, the Tools are Coming... (All) *
C. Scott Miller

CoTeaching: A Mathematics Competition (3-12)
Michael Stern & Doreen Stern

You've Gotta Reach Em' If It's Gonna Teach Em' (All)
Thomas Kerman & Paula Kndratko

"Form"ative Assessments with Google Forms (3-12) *
Rebecca Williams

Are You Tired of Paying Out of Pocket for Classroom Projects (All)
Dikk Gel & Anita Bevetas

Are You Tired of Paying Out of Pocket for Classroom Projects (All)
Dikk Gel & Anita Bevetas

The Ins and Outs of Interactive Notebooks in the Mathematics Classroom (3-12) *
Katherine Wolberbear & Jennifer Low

Differentiation: Focus on Learners (All) *
Jennya Tung & Alejandro Mendoza Ed.D.

Mounting ELA/ELD and Social Justice Integration Through Teaching Teachers' Social Justice Standards (3-12) * (REPEATED)
Ashley Trudik

Mounting ELA/ELD and Social Justice Integration Through Teaching Teachers' Social Justice Standards (3-12) * (REPEATED)
Ashley Trudik

CRP Results: Academic Language and Literacy Instruction (KALI) & English (K-12) *
Sarah Peterson

Teaching Tolerance and RISE with the 8 C3 Standards (3-6)
Get on the Right Track with Member Benefits (All)
Mindy Bartlett

Journey to Financial Independence (All)
Mindy Bartlett

"It’s easy to be a teacher...But it’s not easy to be a good teacher..."
Davie Hiad

"It’s easy to be a teacher...But it’s not easy to be a good teacher..."
Davie Hiad

Your Attention, Please! How to Increase Student Attention & Participation (All)
Grace Dearborn

Picture This! Using Your Verbal Strategies to Get What You Want From Kids (All)
Grace Dearborn

Positive Classroom Management Strategies and Discipline Techniques (All)
Alyson Hokenshitz

Inspire a Positive Growth Mindset in Your Students and Yourself (All)
Alyson Hokenshitz

"It’s easy to be a teacher...But it’s not easy to be a good teacher..."
Davie Hiad

"It’s easy to be a teacher...But it’s not easy to be a good teacher..."
Davie Hiad

Mathematical Reasoning: The Force Awakens (3-12)
GitterGaladu: Tanya Parker & Cassandra Gartung

Smarter Balanced Reading (3-12) *
GitterGaladu: Tanya Parker & Cassandra Gartung

The Inside Out of SEL (3-12) *
GitterGaladu: Tanya Parker & Cassandra Gartung

Easy & Exciting Science Experiments You Can Do (All)
Glebe Lightbender & Tawnya Lighthibd

SOUTH TOWER, LOBBY LEVEL

*Saving and Responding to Student Emotional and Academic Stressors: Through the Lens of Trauma (All)
Loie Andrews

Aiming Student Voice & Choice Through Authentic Learning Experiences (All) *
Marisa Thompson & Brooke Tolski

Mounting ELA/ELD and Social Justice Integration Through Teaching Teachers’ Social Justice Standards (3-12) * (REPEATED)
Ashley Trudik

Mounting ELA/ELD and Social Justice Integration Through Teaching Teachers’ Social Justice Standards (3-12) * (REPEATED)
Ashley Trudik

Teaching Tolerance and RISE with the 8 C3 Standards (3-6)
Get on the Right Track with Member Benefits (All)
Mindy Bartlett

Journey to Financial Independence (All)
Mindy Bartlett

CoTeaching: A Mathematics Competition (3-12) *
Jennya Tung & Alejandro Mendoza Ed.D.

Differentiation: Focus on Learners (All) *
Katherine Wolberbear & Jennifer Low

"It’s easy to be a teacher...But it’s not easy to be a good teacher..."
Davie Hiad

"It’s easy to be a teacher...But it’s not easy to be a good teacher..."
Davie Hiad

Your Attention, Please! How to Increase Student Attention & Participation (All)
Grace Dearborn

Picture This! Using Your Verbal Strategies to Get What You Want From Kids (All)
Grace Dearborn

Positive Classroom Management Strategies and Discipline Techniques (All)
Alyson Hokenshitz

Inspire a Positive Growth Mindset in Your Students and Yourself (All)
Alyson Hokenshitz

"It’s easy to be a teacher...But it’s not easy to be a good teacher..."
Davie Hiad

"It’s easy to be a teacher...But it’s not easy to be a good teacher..."
Davie Hiad

Mathematical Reasoning: The Force Awakens (3-12)
GitterGaladu: Tanya Parker & Cassandra Gartung

Smarter Balanced Reading (3-12) *
GitterGaladu: Tanya Parker & Cassandra Gartung

The Inside Out of SEL (3-12) *
GitterGaladu: Tanya Parker & Cassandra Gartung

Easy & Exciting Science Experiments You Can Do (All)
Glebe Lightbender & Tawnya Lighthibd

*ASTERISK INDICATES NEW WORKSHOPS*